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(Read Only)
a citadel is the most fortified area of a town or city
it may be a castle fortress or fortified center the
term is a diminutive of city meaning little city
because it is a smaller part of the city of which it is
the defensive core 1 a fortress that commands see
command entry 1 sense 2c a city 2 stronghold the nation
s citadel of health research constance holden a citadel
of higher education synonyms bastion castle fastness
fortification fortress hold redoubt stronghold see all
synonyms antonyms in thesaurus examples of citadel in a
sentence citadel fortified structure that is often
located within a city or town while designed to protect
or subjugate social groups citadels often played a
significant role in shaping culture the word is from
the latin civitas citizenship the state or city via the
italian cittadella small citadel noun c organization
literary a powerful organization in which finding a job
is difficult for someone who does not know people who
work there at the age of 32 she managed to enter one of
the citadels of high fashion smart vocabulary related
words and phrases enterprises citadel noun c
organization literary a powerful organization in which
finding a job is difficult for someone who does not
know people who work there at the age of 32 she managed
to enter one of the citadels of high fashion smart
vocabulary related words and phrases enterprises noun a
fortress that commands a city and is used in the
control of the inhabitants and in defense during attack
or siege any strongly fortified place stronghold
formerly a heavily armored structure on a warship for
protecting the engines magazines etc citadel ˌdɛl
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ˈsɪtədəl citadel meaning a castle or fort that in past
times was used to protect the people of a city if the
city was attacked often used figuratively definition of
citadel word frequency citadel sɪtədəl word forms
plural citadels 1 countable noun in the past a citadel
was a strong building in or near a city where people
could shelter for safety the citadel at besançon
towered above the river synonyms fortress keep tower
stronghold more synonyms of citadel 2 countable noun
noun ˈsɪtədəl ˈsɪtədel in the past a castle on high
ground in or near a city where people could go when the
city was being attacked after the mongol invasion of
1241 a citadel was built on the hills opposite the city
figurative citadels of private economic power word
origin definitions on the go the erbil citadel locally
called qelat kurdish قەڵای ھەولێر قەراتی هەولێرێ qelay
hewlêr is a tell or occupied mound and the historical
city centre of erbil in the kurdistan region of iraq
the citadel has been included in the world heritage
list since 21 june 2014 a citadel is a fortified
structure designed to provide protection during a
battle so back in the days when pillaging was
commonplace it was a good idea to know where your
nearest citadel was among the most historically famous
citadels are the acropolis in athens and the tower of
london what is a citadel the citadelle of quebec
located in quebec city canada is a national historic
site of canada and world heritage site a citadel is a
castle or fortified structure built on higher ground
that protects a city or town the citadel of cairo or
citadel of saladin arabic قلعة صلاح الدين romanized
qalaʿat salāḥ ad dīn is a medieval islamic era
fortification in cairo egypt built by salah ad din
saladin and further developed by subsequent egyptian
rulers peta stamper 20 aug 2021 image credit
shutterstock about aleppo citadel considered to be one
of the oldest and largest castles in the world aleppo
citadel is a huge medieval fortified palace sat in the
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centre of the old city of aleppo northern syria people
have utilised the citadel hill since the middle of the
3rd millennium bc description maps documents gallery
indicators citadel of the ho dynasty the 14th century
ho dynasty citadel built according to the feng shui
principles testifies to the flowering of neo
confucianism in late 14th century viet nam and its
spread to other parts of east asia 1 fortifications a
stronghold within or close to a city 2 any strongly
fortified building or place of safety refuge 3 military
a specially strengthened part of the hull of a warship
4 christian churches other often capital the
headquarters of the salvation army a citadel is a
fortress which is designed to be extremely easy to
defend ensuring that it can be protected in the event
of an attack citadels have historically been used to
protect military installations and prominent government
leaders and also as a place of refuge for the citizens
of the area the citadel is located in september 20 2021
natasha sheldon the citadel of mycenae archaeology
reveals that the citadel of mycenae was the city s
defensive centre and the hub of its economic religious
and administrative life the citadel was well
provisioned to resist a siege but on a day to day basis
was home to mycenae s places of worship and nobility by
nadine the citadel of salah el din also known as the
citadel of salah ad din or cairo citadel is a medieval
fortress located in cairo egypt it was initially built
by salah ad din saladin in the 12th century and
underwent major modifications in the 14th century and
the 19th century 1 countable noun in the past a citadel
was a strong building in or near a city where people
could shelter for safety the citadel at besançon
towered above the river synonyms fortress keep tower
stronghold more synonyms of citadel 2 countable noun
usu n of n
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citadel wikipedia Apr 09 2024
a citadel is the most fortified area of a town or city
it may be a castle fortress or fortified center the
term is a diminutive of city meaning little city
because it is a smaller part of the city of which it is
the defensive core

citadel definition meaning merriam
webster Mar 08 2024
1 a fortress that commands see command entry 1 sense 2c
a city 2 stronghold the nation s citadel of health
research constance holden a citadel of higher education
synonyms bastion castle fastness fortification fortress
hold redoubt stronghold see all synonyms antonyms in
thesaurus examples of citadel in a sentence

citadel definition examples history
facts britannica Feb 07 2024
citadel fortified structure that is often located
within a city or town while designed to protect or
subjugate social groups citadels often played a
significant role in shaping culture the word is from
the latin civitas citizenship the state or city via the
italian cittadella small

citadel definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Jan 06 2024
citadel noun c organization literary a powerful
organization in which finding a job is difficult for
someone who does not know people who work there at the
age of 32 she managed to enter one of the citadels of
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high fashion smart vocabulary related words and phrases
enterprises

citadel english meaning cambridge
dictionary Dec 05 2023
citadel noun c organization literary a powerful
organization in which finding a job is difficult for
someone who does not know people who work there at the
age of 32 she managed to enter one of the citadels of
high fashion smart vocabulary related words and phrases
enterprises

citadel definition meaning dictionary
com Nov 04 2023
noun a fortress that commands a city and is used in the
control of the inhabitants and in defense during attack
or siege any strongly fortified place stronghold
formerly a heavily armored structure on a warship for
protecting the engines magazines etc citadel ˌdɛl
ˈsɪtədəl

citadel definition meaning britannica
dictionary Oct 03 2023
citadel meaning a castle or fort that in past times was
used to protect the people of a city if the city was
attacked often used figuratively

citadel definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Sep 02
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definition of citadel word frequency citadel sɪtədəl
word forms plural citadels 1 countable noun in the past
a citadel was a strong building in or near a city where
people could shelter for safety the citadel at besançon
towered above the river synonyms fortress keep tower
stronghold more synonyms of citadel 2 countable noun

citadel noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Aug 01 2023
noun ˈsɪtədəl ˈsɪtədel in the past a castle on high
ground in or near a city where people could go when the
city was being attacked after the mongol invasion of
1241 a citadel was built on the hills opposite the city
figurative citadels of private economic power word
origin definitions on the go

citadel of erbil wikipedia Jun 30
2023
the erbil citadel locally called qelat kurdish قەڵای
qelay hewlêr is a tell or ھەولێر قەراتی هەولێرێ
occupied mound and the historical city centre of erbil
in the kurdistan region of iraq the citadel has been
included in the world heritage list since 21 june 2014

citadel definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com May 30 2023
a citadel is a fortified structure designed to provide
protection during a battle so back in the days when
pillaging was commonplace it was a good idea to know
where your nearest citadel was among the most
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historically famous citadels are the acropolis in
athens and the tower of london

what is a citadel worldatlas Apr 28
2023
what is a citadel the citadelle of quebec located in
quebec city canada is a national historic site of
canada and world heritage site a citadel is a castle or
fortified structure built on higher ground that
protects a city or town

cairo citadel wikipedia Mar 28 2023
the citadel of cairo or citadel of saladin arabic قلعة
romanized qalaʿat salāḥ ad dīn is a medieval صلاح الدين
islamic era fortification in cairo egypt built by salah
ad din saladin and further developed by subsequent
egyptian rulers

aleppo citadel history and facts
history hit Feb 24 2023
peta stamper 20 aug 2021 image credit shutterstock
about aleppo citadel considered to be one of the oldest
and largest castles in the world aleppo citadel is a
huge medieval fortified palace sat in the centre of the
old city of aleppo northern syria people have utilised
the citadel hill since the middle of the 3rd millennium
bc

citadel of the ho dynasty unesco
world heritage centre Jan 26 2023
description maps documents gallery indicators citadel
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of the ho dynasty the 14th century ho dynasty citadel
built according to the feng shui principles testifies
to the flowering of neo confucianism in late 14th
century viet nam and its spread to other parts of east
asia

citadel definition of citadel by the
free dictionary Dec 25 2022
1 fortifications a stronghold within or close to a city
2 any strongly fortified building or place of safety
refuge 3 military a specially strengthened part of the
hull of a warship 4 christian churches other often
capital the headquarters of the salvation army

what is a citadel with picture
historical index Nov 23 2022
a citadel is a fortress which is designed to be
extremely easy to defend ensuring that it can be
protected in the event of an attack citadels have
historically been used to protect military
installations and prominent government leaders and also
as a place of refuge for the citizens of the area the
citadel is located in

the citadel of mycenae history and
archaeology online Oct 23 2022
september 20 2021 natasha sheldon the citadel of
mycenae archaeology reveals that the citadel of mycenae
was the city s defensive centre and the hub of its
economic religious and administrative life the citadel
was well provisioned to resist a siege but on a day to
day basis was home to mycenae s places of worship and
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nobility

citadel of salah el din egypt s
historic fortress Sep 21 2022
by nadine the citadel of salah el din also known as the
citadel of salah ad din or cairo citadel is a medieval
fortress located in cairo egypt it was initially built
by salah ad din saladin in the 12th century and
underwent major modifications in the 14th century and
the 19th century

citadel definition in american
english collins english Aug 21 2022
1 countable noun in the past a citadel was a strong
building in or near a city where people could shelter
for safety the citadel at besançon towered above the
river synonyms fortress keep tower stronghold more
synonyms of citadel 2 countable noun usu n of n
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